JOB SEARCH AND JOB READINESS ASSISTANCE (JSR)
Approved: Signature on file

PURPOSE

Number:
204
Date: 3/05
(R05/2009)

Job Search & Job Readiness Assistance (JSR) is
intended to provide the new participant with up-front
employment readiness and structured job search
assistance. This is generally expected to be a new
participant’s first Welfare-to-Work activity assignment
following Appraisal. JSR provides participants with the
employment preparation and job search skills training to
effectively market their knowledge, skills and abilities to
prospective employers, enabling them to immediately
enter the workforce.
JSR is a four-week activity that can be extended to six
weeks if the participant is expected to secure full-time
employment within those six weeks.
NOTE: Participants are limited to all job search and job
readiness assistance activities, including JSR, to a
maximum of six weeks in a twelve-month period, with no
more than four consecutive weeks. A week is seven
consecutive days. Reporting any hours in a week uses a
week of participation.
If a participant has completed four consecutive weeks of
JSR, received a Vocational Assessment, engaged in
post-Assessment activities, and yet has still not obtained
full-time unsubsidized employment:
1. They may be referred for other job search and job
readiness assistance within that twelve-month
period, such as Interim Job Search (IJS) (P&P
226 Interim Job Search), but not to JSR, if they
have not exceeded the six weeks maximum.
2. Or they may be referred to JSR (or other job
search and job readiness assistance activities)
again after that twelve-month period.
JSR is provided by a county contracted job services

provider, currently Arbor E&T.
EXCEPTIONS TO The assignment to JSR as the first activity may be
delayed, or the four weeks may be shortened, for those
JSR
participants who meet any of the criteria listed below:
ASSIGNMENT




JSR will interfere with unsubsidized employment
JSR will interfere with participation in an approved
Self-Initiated program (SIP)
If it is determined that the participant would not
benefit from participation in JSR and needs
another activity instead.

In this case a referral to Vocational Assessment
will become the first activity (see P&P 210
Assessment). This includes limited English
speaking participants for whom equal access to
services is not available and participants whose
job skills or work history are so limited that the JSR
activity will not allow them to progress toward selfsufficiency.
ENHANCED
SERVICES:

However, as it is the intent of Welfare-to-Work
(WTW) that JSR be the initial activity, there are
enhanced services within

JSR to serve limited English speakers and those
who may not possess the needed job skills. The
Initial Services Worker or Case Manager (ISW/CM)
should evaluate the participant’s
eligibility for those enhanced services before
LOWER JOB
SKILLS/JOB HISTORY referring to Vocational Assessment as an alternate
activity. (See REFERRAL PROCESS FOR
ISW/CM below).
 A participant may be referred to JSR for the
Job Search portion of this activity only if the
ISW/CM determines that they already possess
the needed job search skills to immediately
begin looking for employment. (See
REFERRAL PROCESS FOR ISW/CM below).
 JSR participation may be shortened if the
recipient will not benefit because he or she
may suffer from an emotional, mental or
substance abuse disability that will limit or
preclude participation. The ISW/CM may
determine this prior to the JSR referral, or
LIMITED ENGLISH
SPEAKERS

Arbor E&T may determine this once a
participant engages in JSR.
A referral to Behavioral Health Services and/or
an evaluation for an Exemption would be either
a concurrent, or an alternative activity for these
cases.


If the individual is required to participate in CalLearn or is 19 years old and has not yet earned
a high school diploma or equivalent certificate
they are not required to attend JSR.

If JSR is to be delayed due to a WTW Plan for
another activity assignment, a participant must be
referred for a Vocational Assessment prior to that
other activity assignment.
At Appraisal, the ISW/CM will determine the appropriate
ISW/CM
RESPONSIBILITIES activity assignment and explain the benefits of
employment. (See P&P 201 Appraisal.) It is intended that
JSR be the first activity that most participants will be
assigned to. To refer the participant to JSR, the ISW/CM
will:
3. Explain the benefits of obtaining unsubsidized
employment.
4. Explain that if unsubsidized employment is not
obtained during the four-to-six weeks of JSR, they
will be referred for a Vocational Assessment to
identify the participant’s work history and
inventory of his/her employment skills, knowledge,
and abilities in preparation to develop an
appropriate WTW Plan. (See P&P 210
Assessment.)
5. Review and respond to the participant’s
supportive service needs. (See P&Ps 301
Childcare, 310 Transportation, and 315 Ancillary).




Evaluate the approval or denial of a professional
clothing and/or transportation referral to be
provided through Arbor E&T.
Ensure that reliable child care and transportation

are in place prior to the start of JSR. Child care
and transportation should be established to cover
the four-to-six weeks of JSR, in addition to any
Vocational Assessment activity that may follow.
JSR activities are provided through an agreement
ARBOR E&T
RESPONSIBILITIES with a county contracted agency, currently Arbor E&T.
JSR is an open-entry, open-exit four (4) consecutive
week component, extendable to six (6) weeks with
prior approval by the ISW/CM, which consists of the
following:
1. The participant will be scheduled to the next
available JSR session.
2. Arbor E&T will insure weekly participation in
WTW activities of 32/35 hours per week.






If both parents are participating in WTW
activities, the parent’s hours of participation
can be combined to equal 35 hours, but one
parent must be participating at least 20 hours
per week.
In consultation with the ISW/CM, the second
parent, if exempt or if he/she has a Good
Cause for not participating in WTW activities,
should be encouraged to volunteer for the
program.
Each parent in a two-parent household is
entitled to their own JSR activity of four-to-six
weeks per 12 months.

3. Arbor will provide Job Skills Training
Workshops, as approved by the County,
consisting of one (1) week (or more if needed)
of employment preparation assistance
including identifying employer expectations,
creating a résumé, and how to present yourself
in an employment interview.
4. Arbor will provide three (3) weeks of
supervised job search, extended up to two (2)
more weeks with prior approval by the
ISW/CM.
JSR WORKSHOPS

Arbor E&T offers three enhanced services workshops

AND ENHANCED
SERVICES:
GATEWAY
INTENSIVE JOB
PREP
JOB READY

for participants with special needs or special skills:
“Gateway” for limited English language skills;
“Intensive Job Prep” for participants with lower job
skills or work history; and “Job
Ready” for participants with higher job skills or work
history. These participants will have JSR Workshops
tailored to their particular needs and abilities.
 It is expected that most participants will be
referred to the standard JSR program with the
Workshops as follows: The first five days of
JSR will be conducted in a training workshop
format. There are a series of 10 modules or
topics that will be presented. Two different
modules will be taught during each 8-hour day,
one in the morning session and one in the
afternoon.
a. Clients can be referred on any day of the week.
b. Workshops are scheduled weekly. English
workshops start every Monday and limited
English Gateway workshops start every
Wednesday.
c. The motivational introduction session will
provide basic information about the
opportunities offered by the WTW program with
the primary focus on obtaining full-time
employment.
d. General information regarding the available
supportive services and transitional benefits
will also be discussed. This session should be
used to appraise each participant’s
employment potential including identification of
strengths and barriers to employment. This
introduction will be utilized to increase a
participant’s self-esteem and commitment to
self-sufficiency.


The Workshop Curriculum will include, but will
not be limited to, the following segments:

a. Interviewing techniques including controlling
the interview and how to complete job
applications and a job résumé.
b. Keys to opening doors for employment.
c. Exploring interests and packaging what the
participant has to offer an employer.

d. Planning for the future.
e. Confronting conflict.
f. Career advancement and planning for selfsufficiency.
g. Resolving attitudinal barriers toward obtaining
and keeping employment.
h. Employer requirements and expectations and
job retention techniques.
i. Understanding JSR techniques.
j. CalWORKs Behavioral Health Services.

WORKSHOP
MODULE TOPICS

ARBOR NETWORK
CENTERS

The 10 Workshop Module topic titles are:











Arbor maintains Network Centers at their offices
where Job Services are provided. These Network
Centers are resources for participants in JSR or other
job-search activities to use, including:








ACTIVE,
SUPERVISED JOB

Motivation
Dress for Success
Goal Setting
Employment Applications
Résumé Preparation
Job Search Resources
Interview Techniques
Mock (Practice) Interviews
Job Retention/Work Ethic
Problem Solving

Phone banks with voice-mail messages for
call-backs by potential employers
Computers with the Cal-Jobs employment
search programs and e-mail contact addresses
for participants
Individual counseling by Arbor Career
Counselors (CC)
Motivational activities
Active Job Search which includes face-to-face
contacts with potential employers
Submission of job applications as well as direct
referrals to employers.

Active Job Search is an organized method of seeking
work under the supervision of Arbor Career

SEARCH

Counselors (CC), and will take place during JSR
following the initial Workshops.




The remainder of the total four weeks available
to the participant is an intensive job search and
job development program that builds on the
knowledge and skills from the workshops.
The participant is expected to treat this
assignment as a job, which will mean
dedicating 32/35 hours a week towards
obtaining employment.

Activities include but are not limited to:




JSR WITH OTHER
WTW ACTIVITIES

The development of an individual JSR plan
which will outline related activities
recommended for the participant, goals and
objectives with time frames for completion
including number and type of employer
contacts to be made by the participant and the
scheduled dates for meetings with the
contractor. The plan will include the
requirement that the participant submit a
minimum of three (3) job applications for
each day the participant is not involved with an
employment activity such as a job workshop or
job interview.
Use of telephones, constructing and sending
résumés, completing applications, attending
interviews, and review of their daily job search
agenda. At the end of each job search day,
participants will return to the office to submit
their Welfare-To-Work JSR Report forms and
review the day’s activities.

This will be most common with part-time employed
participants. The ISW/CM can refer these participants
directly to Vocational Assessment for a
recommendation on activities that will help them meet
the work participation rate. These participants may
also be referred to JSR to participate as a concurrent
activity for the required hours needed to complete
their participation hours.


It will be necessary to carefully monitor the



ARBOR CAREER
COUNSELOR (CC)
ACTIVITIES

attendance in each of the participant’s
activities.
If an activity to be provided under the WTW
plan is not immediately available to the
participant, he or she shall be assigned to job
search and/or job readiness activities, such as
Experience Provides the Resources for
Tomorrow (EXPRT) (P&P 289) or IJS (P&P
226), full-time until the education or training
activity designated in the plan is available.

At the follow-up job search appointments the Arbor
Career Counselor (CC) will:
1. Complete a weekly evaluation of the
participant's progress towards achieving
his/her Job Search Plan goals and objectives.
This will include making any appropriate
changes in the original plan to meet the goals
and objectives.
2. Review the WTW Job Search Report form with
the participant giving him/her guidance on any
identifiable areas needing improvement.
3. Provide any other employment counseling
which is required to assist the participant with
decision-making and to identify barriers
affecting his/her job search activities.
4. Record the amount of time spent in the job
search activity on the Job Services Log (F06341-42) and in the CalWIN Case Comments,
per the Case Comments Resource Guide.
5. Retain in the participant's file a copy of the Job
Search Plan and a copy of the WTW Job
Search Report Form collected each week from
the participant.
6. If the participant is not compliant with Job
Search requirements, notify the ISW/CM by
telephone immediately, and with a follow-up email.

CALCULATING
PARTICIPATION
HOURS IN JSR

For attendance purposes, the ISW/CM is to count one
or more hours of JSR participation per day as one (1)
full day. Remember, reporting any hours in a week
uses a week of participation, and participants are
limited to all job search and job readiness assistance
activities, including JSR, to a maximum of six weeks
in a twelve-month period, with no more than four
consecutive weeks. A week is seven consecutive
days.


REFERRAL
PROCESS FOR
ISW/CM

The ISW/CM will determine case-by-case
when to refer participants to JSR, based upon
individual circumstances.

It is expected that most participants in JSR would not
need the enhanced services so would be referred to
the standard JSR and Workshop. However, The
ISW/CM should assess for the participant’s need for
one of the enhanced services.
Also, Arbor may determine that a standard JSR
referral may need one of these enhanced services, so
would notify the ISW/CM and place the participant
into the appropriate workshop.
The referral will be sent to Arbor E&T at the Regional
Office location to which the participant will be referred
via the referral Request for Service/Service Plan
Referral Form F063-41-251.
1. The ISW/CM will determine the participant’s
current job skills level, and will then make a
referral to Arbor for the standard JSR or one of
the enhanced services, Gateway, Intensive Job
Prep or Job Ready, as follows:


GATEWAY

A participant with limited English-language
skills would be one evaluated to have less
English-language proficiency than most others.

This participant would receive the Gateway modified
workshop.



INTENSIVE JOB
PREP

JOB READY

A participant with lower job skills or work
history would be one evaluated to be not as
job-ready as most others based on no or very
limited prior employment or job-skills training.
This participant would receive

Intensive Job Prep services in a modified workshop.


A participant with higher job skills or work
history would be one evaluated to have had a
more recent or longer period of prior
employment or more job-skills training than
most others, so doesn’t need the full workshop.

This participant would receive Job Ready intensive
up-front job search in a modified workshop.
2. The ISW/CM will:





Determine the date the participant will be sent
to begin his/her JSR assignment.
Determine if the Work Opportunity Tax Credit
(WOTC) information has been given to the
client. (To avoid duplication of service see P&P
201 Appraisal).
FAX a copy of the WOTC certification form, if
appropriate, to the contractor’s designated
office.

3. Complete the Referral Form F063-41-251
online template including the date, time and
location of JSR. Using the “other” line on the
41-251, note whether the participant is eligible
for one of the enhanced services: Limited
English/Gateway, Intensive Job Prep, or Job
Ready. Also note this in the CalWIN referral
Case Comment and in the telephone referral
contact with Arbor E&T.
4. Indicate the requested Employment Support
Services for job search purposes on the JSR
Referral for all JSR participants.
5. Send the JSR Referral as an e-mail attachment
to Arbor.

6. The ISW/CM will also inform the participant
that Assessment will follow the completion of
JSR at the appropriate office (see P&P 210
Assessment) if the participant has not obtained
unsubsidized employment.
Print two copies of the referral form. Give one copy to
the participant and request them to take this to the
first day of JSR.




ATTENDANCE

Have the participant sign the other copy as an
agreement to attend the activity and an
acknowledgment that the participant’s aid will
be lowered if he/she does not cooperate.
File the copy of the referral with the
participant’s signature in the participant case
file.

Complete the CalWIN referral and scheduling and the
Case Comments.
Participants are expected to treat their JSR activity as
a job, completing all required activities and attending
scheduled hours.
Absences will be evaluated and approved by Arbor
E&T staff in consultation with the ISW/CM to
determine if Good Cause exists. Some examples of
Good Cause for not participating in JSR are, but not
limited to, the following:









School appointments
Medical appointments for self or dependents
Required meetings with the ISW/CM
Child care breakdown
Illness (self or child)
Family problems including domestic abuse
issues
Housing issues
Transportation breakdown

The WTW 26 provides guidelines for determining if
Good Cause exists. (Refer to P&P 240 – Good
Cause/ Compliance/ Sanction.)
During JSR participation, if the instance of Good
Cause exceeds more than one consecutive day or if
there is an unexcused absence, Arbor E&T will notify

the ISW/CM on the second or next business day via
telephone and email notification.
The ISW/CM will evaluate the situation and take
appropriate and timely action based on the factual
information obtained. The participant is required to
continue in the activity during the evaluation and
possible Cause Determination process.

FIRST DAY NOSHOWS

NOTE: Additional days are not to be added on to the
end of the four consecutive weeks due to absences.
JSR is a four-week activity that can be extended to six
weeks only if the participant is expected to secure fulltime employment within those six weeks.
Missing all or part of the first day for any other reason
will require an evaluation for good cause and noncooperation by the ISW/CM and be counted as an
incomplete day by Arbor E&T (Refer to P&P 240 –
Good Cause/ Compliance/ Sanction.)






ARBOR:
PERFORMANCE,
ATTENDANCE AND
OUTCOME (PAO)
REPORT

Arbor E&T staff will notify the ISW/CM by
telephone and a follow-up e-mail, and
document appropriately in a Case Comment, of
any participants who miss the first day.
The ISW/CM shall reschedule the participant
when deemed appropriate. A new referral form
F063-41-251 should be used. Check the “YES”
box for “Has participant been referred to JSR
this calendar year.”
A participant who attends the second day, after
a no show the first day of JSR, Arbor will notify
their ISW/CM for a re-referral.

Participant performance, attendance and outcome will
be maintained daily by the Arbor E&T CC and
recorded in CalWIN Case Comments. CC will report
to the ISW/CM about:





CC will contact the ISW/CM by telephone to
confirm first day attendance, and then will
follow-up with e-mail.
CC will contact the ISW/CM weekly via e-mail
to update attendance.
CC will contact the ISW/CM immediately via
telephone, with a follow-up e-mail, if there is a









FINAL PAO
REPORT

change in attendance, activity status or
employment.
CC will contact the ISW/CM near the end of
four weeks of JSR to consult about whether or
not to extend JSR another two weeks, if it is
anticipated that the participant will secure fulltime unsubsidized employment in those next
two weeks.
If no full-time employment within the four or six
weeks, the CC will make a referral to the
Vocational Assessment provider for a
Vocational Assessment (see P&P 210
Assessment), and inform the ISW/CM.
The CC will immediately notify the ISW/CM by
telephone and a follow-up e-mail if there is a
change in the participant’s attendance or
performance.
The CC will immediately notify the ISW/CM if
the participant becomes employed at any time
during JSR, providing available details
including the job description, hours, salary and
start date.

A final report from Arbor E&T will be submitted to the
ISW/CM, within 3 days of the end of the participant’s
assignment in JSR, via a printed copy of the
Performance/Attendance/Outcome (PAO) report. This
report is the verification of participation and
attendance and will include at a minimum:






A daily record of attendance
Completed job search reports
Master Application
Résumé
An evaluation of the participant’s progress and
attitudes while participating in JSR

The ISW/CM will update CalWIN based on this PAO
report, and per the Participation Tracking Resource
Guide.
NOTE: If a case is pulled for Work Participation Case
Review while the participant is still attending JSR,
then Arbor E&T is to be contacted to provide the
necessary attendance and performance information
prior to the end of the activity and completion of the

PAO report.
REFERRAL TO
ASSESSMENT

If the participant does not obtain full-time (32/35
hours) employment during JSR, Arbor E&T will refer
them to the Vocational Assessment provider for
Assessment. (See P&P 210 Assessment.)
Check the appropriate boxes on Referral Form F06341-251 when a referral to Vocational Assessment or
Learning Disability Evaluation (LDE) is needed after
JSR. Arbor will then complete the Assessment
Referral/Response Form F063-41-162E including the
appropriate assessment type.
Arbor will notify the ISW/CM of the referral and the
date of the Assessment.
The ISW/CM will make the CalWIN entries for
Assessment referral and scheduling.
NOTE: Unless the participant is returned to the
ISW/CM from JSR prior to completion of JSR, the
ISW/CM is not to schedule the Assessment. JSR
should never be interrupted by the ISW/CM for
Assessment or other activity assignment without prior
consultation with Arbor E&T.

REFERENCES

ATTACHMENTS
REQUIRED FORMS

B 1542
EAS Manual Section 42-711.53
ACL 07-05, ACL - 00-30
ACIN 1-16-00
Policy 201 Appraisal / Re-Appraisal
Policy 210 Assessment
Policy 226 Interim Job Search (IJS)
Policy 289 Experience Provides the Resources for
Tomorrow (EXPRT)
Policy 301 Childcare Eligibility and Application
Process
Policy 310 Transportation Payments
Policy 315 Ancillary Supportive Services
Referral for Job Services/Supportive Services Form
F063-41-251
Welfare-to-Work Plan - Activity Assignment (WTW2)
WTW Job Search Report Form F063-41-26
WTW Job Services Log Form F063-41-42

RESOURCE
GUIDES

WTW Job Search Plan Form F063-41-89
Participation Tracking Resource Guide
Case Comments Resource Guide

